The enduring strength and beauty of simplicity

Quad
Bathroom Fixtures
Quad Faucets

**F16001 – CP $265 BN $329**
Single Lever Lavatory Tap
Includes pop-up FA725

**F16002 – CP $399 BN $479**
Single Lever Lavatory Tap with 6" Extension
Includes pop-up FA725

**F16006 – CP $359 BN $439**
Dual Handle Lavatory Tap
Includes pop-up FA725

Also available:

- **fa725b**
  cp $39 bn $49
  Waste Pop-up without Overflow

- **fa725c**
  cp $39 bn $49
  Always Open Pop-up without Overflow

**F1612T – CP $449 BN $529**
Single Handle Deck-Mount Tub Filler Trim Set*
*Requires Single Lever Deck Mount Tub Filler Rough-in without Diverter: F20028 – $259

**F1613T – CP $549 BN $659**
Single Handle Deck-Mount Tub Filler Trim Set with Hand Shower*

**F16008t – cp $269 bn $319**
Wall Mounted Faucet Trim*
*Requires rough-in F3000b for horizontal installation, cp $170 bn $190. Pop-up not included.

**#840 – CP $289 BS $349**
Quad Series Kitchen Faucet

**fp8001.293**
cp $10 bn $12
4" cover plate

**fa725**
cp $32 bn $39
Waste Pop-up with Overflow
Pressure Balancing Bath & Shower Packages

F162001T – cp $529 bn $649
Quad Shower with Handheld Trim Package
Includes: Soft Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Rain Shower Arm, Rain Shower Head, Handheld Shower with Holder, Wall Outlet, Hose
Requires valve with 2 way diverter: F1012B – $219

F162002T – cp $469 bn $588
Quad Tub & Shower Trim Package
Includes: Soft Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Rain Shower Arm, Rain Shower Head, Tub Spout
Requires valve with 2 way diverter: F1012B – $219

F161003T – cp $329 bn $429
Quad Shower Trim Package
Includes: Soft Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Rain Shower Arm, Rain Shower Head
Requires valve without diverter: F1001B – $160

F162004T – cp $419 bn $529
Quad Handheld Shower with Slide Bar Trim Package
Includes: Soft Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, Shower Head, Slide Bar, Handheld Shower, Wall Outlet, Hose
Requires valve with 2 way diverter: F1012B – $219

F162005T – cp $249 bn $329
Quad Value Priced Tub & Shower Trim Package
Includes: Soft Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, Shower Head, Tub Spout
Requires valve with 2 way diverter: F1012B – $219

F161006T – cp $159 bn $219
Quad Value Priced Shower Trim Package
Includes: Soft Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, Shower Head
Requires valve without diverter: F1001B – $160
Options

**Handheld Accessories**
- **FP6001050** 8" Brass Shower Head
- **FP6002050** 8" ABS Shower Head
- **FP40120** 3-Function ABS Shower Wand
- **FP6002048** Brass Shower Wand - Round

**Tub Fillers**
- **FP6056034** Plated Brass Slide Rail
- **FP6016034** Tub Spout Set with Streamer
- **FP6058034** 8" Tub Spout

**Shower Arms**
- **FP6016008** 8" Shower Arm
- **FP6017008** 20" Round Rain Shower Arm
- **FP6013008** 20" Square Rain Shower Arm
- **FP6012008** 12" Ceiling Shower Arm

**Slide Rails**
- **FA101** 111 Slide Rail
- **FA105** 160 Slide Rail
- **FA106** Plated Brass Slide Rail

**Cover Plate & Valves**
- **F1001B** $160 Rough-in PB Valve without Diverter
- **F1012B** $219 Rough-in PB Valve with 2 Way Diverter for PEX (F1012B-PEX) and for PEX 1960 expansion (F1012B-PEX-W-$224
- **F1012B-PEX-W-SHARE** $229

**Extensions**
- **F10460001** 384 Extend CP $86 BN $99

**Contact Information**
www.fluidfaucets.com  help@sustainable solutions.com
TOLL FREE 1 800 460 7019  TEL 604 430 2020  FAX 604 430 5050
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